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BUILDING ONE’S PATHWAY IN TOMORROW’S SOCIETY
Jagiellonian University, Krakow –Malopolska, 22-23 September 2016

The European labor market is now facing new dynamics resulting from the digital revolution and the
rise of collaborative economy. New forms of work and employment appear and are disrupting
professional pathways.
The fact that people will not stay in the same job during their entire professional career is now
admitted. So far, the management of transitions between phases of employment, independent work,
unemployment, or training (phases which can also be superimposed) is still to be improved to make it
more efficient.
In an Information Note, "Preventing skills obsolescence", CEDEFOP insists on this dimension, which,
given the fact that digital upheaval leads to the automation of a number of jobs, emphasizes the role
and place of lifelong learning. In the same time, the pervasion of digital technologies requires and
enables the acquisition of new skills both in a formal and informal way, contributes to enhancing
employability of individuals outside of academic training circuits and leads to reconsider the place of
lifelong learning.
In this context, the notion of accompanying people in the evolution of what might be called their
“Journey to Work" is crucial. The paths are multiple and "paving the way" is a novel difficulty in an
already complex process of accompaniment. The number of structures, the multiplicity and diversity
of services and of target audiences raise the question of the people resources and processes to make
the “Journey to Work” fruitful and offer a greater accessibility to individuals and thus give birth to
social innovation.
The 14th session of the Freref European University of Regions and Territories will question the
relationship between lifelong learning and these new dynamics at work, especially around the digital
issues.
Digital innovation of the Year !
In order to prepare and support the work of the EURT 2016, Freref proposes to adopt an innovative
approach to nurture the University. In collaboration with the Lab’Afev website, we will collect, before
the event, the thoughts, reflections, practices, ideas of key witnesses. They will be posted on a
dedicated platform, then powered by cross-reflections and cross-contributions, in order to feed the
workshops: http://www.lab-afev.org/les-debats-du-lab/freref/

Avec le soutien de la Région

22 September 2016
8.30

Registration

9.00

Opening
Wojciech NOWAK, Rector of the JAGIELLONIAN UNIVERSITY
Grzegorz LIPIEC, Marshall of MALOPOLSKA
François-Xavier PENICAUD, AUVERGNE-RHÔNE-ALPES
Christiane DEMONTES, President of FREREF

10.00

« Building one’s pathway in the tomorrow’s society»
From local partnership to European and International partnership
Jacek PAJĄK, Director of the WUP (Malopolska Region-Cracow Regional Labour Office), Poland

Lifelong professional pathways: a new dynamics
Catherine BEAUVOIS, General Secretary of Conseil National de l’emploi, de la formation et de
l’orientation professionnelles, France

LLL policies as social innovation enabler
Grazyna PRAWELSKA-SKRZYPEK, Jagiellonian University, Poland

11.00

Forum on Mobility and Apprenticeship : the digital upheaval impact
Recruiters clearly state that transversal skills are positive assets to get jobs and that mobility
is a key element to develop these skills. However, European mobility is too often
synonymous of Higher Education mobility and seems to ignore other categories such as
young in vocational training and apprentices.
The forum on mobility is a place for young people, Agencies in charge of the Erasmus+
program and all participants to share, discuss and propose innovative ways of developing
mobility for all categories of learners.

12.30
13.45

Lunch

The Digital Upheaval: Labour– Employment - Learning
Capabilities and future competences : impact of technologies
Steve BAINBRIDGE, CEDEFOP head of publication

New Professional Trajectories
Catherine BEAUVOIS, General Secretary of Conseil National de l’emploi, de la formation et
de l’orientation professionnelles, France

Impact of the digital upheaval in the implementation of regional policies
Michel WEILL, President of the Education Commission at Conseil Economique, Social et
Environnemental of the Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes Region, France

15.15

Coffee Break

15.30

Workshops : 1st session
Based on concrete experiences of cooperation between stakeholders involved in LLL on
territories, the workshops of EURT (European University of Regions and Territories) foster
and encourage discussion and sharing in smaller groups.
Back to the central theme of the relationship between "Lifelong learning and digital" three
themes were selected and a call for contribution is now opened.

LLL and the Digital Upheaval: which impacts on the organization of work, employment and
regional performance?
The first workshop will highlight the links between on the one hand the digital revolution, new forms
of collaborative and social economy and on the other hand the organization of work and employment
on the territories.

LLL and the Digital Upheaval: how to recognize, promote, support non-formal learning?
The second workshop aims at bringing the reflection on the role of non-formal and informal learning
to foster new professional opportunities which are fueled by the digital upheaval.

LLL and the Digital Upheaval: how to support change in professional pathways to take an
active part in tomorrow’s society?
This workshop highlights the importance of figuring out how to develop the integration of supporting
means, resources and processes throughout paths of employment (before, during and after).
17.00

End of the first day

Convivial Evening

23 September 2016
8.30

Registration

9.00

Networks of Regions in the implementation of European youth, employment
and citizenship policies
Sylvie GUILLAUME, Vice-president of the European Parliament

10.15

Workshops: 2d session

12.30

Lunch

14.00

Multiple viewpoints: Networks of Regions and European Institutions for LLL
Grazyna PRAWELSKA-SKRZYPEK, Jagiellonian University, Poland
Laure COUDRET LAUT, Director of Erasmus+ France
Audrey FRITH, Director of Eurodesk
Christiane DEMONTES, President of FREREF

15.30

Conclusions of the European University

Following the European University, a meeting of the FREREF Council of Regions will take place from
4:00 to 6:00 in order to get feedback about this session and prepare the future actions of Freref and the
2017 sessions. This event is free and open to every one.

Forum on Mobility and Apprenticeship : the digital upheaval impact

Animated by Xavier FARRIOLS and Claude COSTECHAREYRE

11 h 10

introduction of the Forum by Xavier FARRIOLS
enlighting the key role of mobility actions in VET, to build successful professional
pathways
Organised future actions, especially on netwoking of actors and the cohesion of the
system

11 h 15

Testimonies
Three Representants of the Technical culinary school № 2 Odon Bujwid in Krakow will
testify about their mobility experiences and its impact on the learning pathway.

11 h 20

Intervention of the French and the Polish ERASMUS + Agencies
Impacts of mobilities on pathways
Marie-Pierre CHALIMBAUD, development Director. French Erasmus + Agency
Izabela LASKOWSKA, Polish Erasmus + Agency

11 h 30

Reactions of Debators and of the Audience
Antoine GODBERT, Euro App’
Liliane ESNAULT, FREREF
Jugatx ORTIZ, EARLALL
Francesc COLOME, Catalunya Europa Foundation

11 h 45

Territories Mobilisation – apprenticeship and mobility platform
Manuel RIBEIRO, Wallonie Bruxelles Federation
Estanilau VIDAL FOLCH, Catalunya Generalitat
Frédéric BACQUA, Région Occitanie
Liliane ESNAULT, FREREF, for the Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes apprenticeship platform

12 h 05

Reactions of Debators and of the Audience

12 h 15

Présentation of the Position Paper by FREREF and EARLALL

12 h 25

Reactions of Debators and of the Audience

12 h 40

End of the Mobility forum

Workshop 1
LLL and the Digital Upheaval: which impacts on the organization of work, employment and
regional performance?

The first workshop allows to highlight the links between on the one hand the digital revolution, new
forms of collaborative and social economy and on the other hand the organization of work and
employment on the territories.

Animator : Roseline Le Squere, UBS

Contributions

EDUCATION FACING CHANGES – challenges for education to get modernised in the
process of IT implementation
Arkadiusz Nalepka, MCDN (Małopolskie Centrum Doskonalenia Nauczycieli)
How the Internet of Things is changing workplace and business today
Krzysztof Zieliński, AGH University of Technology
The conseils de développement in France : the interest and role in the participation to
territorial development and citizenship
Video

Workshop 2
LLL and the Digital Upheaval: how to recognize, promote, support non-formal learning?

The second workshop aims at bringing the reflection on the role of non-formal and informal learning
to foster new professional opportunities which are fueled by the digital upheaval.

Animator : Esther Estany, SOC, Catalunya
Contributions

Polish qualification system - pilot implementation in Malopolska. Lessons learnt.
Andrzej Martynuska et Magdalena Słocińska, WUP (Regional Labour Office in Cracow)
Digital Skills, initiative relative to “ Garantía Juvenil »
SOC
Projet MSchool
Jordi Vivancos, Catalogne
The digital technologies to fight failures at school
Jérôme Sturla, AFEV
Practical application of competences profiles in business, public institution, and
administrative centre
Maciej Kocurek, Jagiellonnian University
A Learning Dashboard to sustain recognition and validation of informal learning
Agnieszka Chrzaszcz, AGH, Malopolska
ACROJUMP : Professional Social networks to valorize non formal prior experiences
Liliane Esnault, FREREF

Workshop 3
LLL and the Digital Upheaval:
how to support change in professional pathways to take an active part in tomorrow’s society?
This workshop highlights the importance of figuring out how to develop the integration of supporting
means resources and processes throughout paths of employment (before, during and after).
Animator : Piotr Prokopowicz, Jagiellonian University

Contributions

The bilans of competences as a tool to build a career ( professional project) Regional Labour
Office
Małgorzata Dudziak ,Ewa Bodzińska-Guzik, WUP (Regional Labour Office in Cracow)
The slow progression of use of an online accompaniment tool supporting adults professional
guidance.
Agnès Berjon, INTERMIFE FRANCE
System of supporting gifted students in Malopolska region as a solution responding to the
needs of the knowledge society
Krystyna Dynowska – Chmielewska, Małopolskie Centrum Doskonalenia Nauczycieli
Virtual Campus in management, Université de Liège
NetMe-In : Create and manage Digital Professional Identity in order to build one’s
professional network
Axel Joder, FREREF

